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1.* INTRODXflON

In the oormidersble mtwdy devoted to high explosive detonations

and their resulting bl•at waye, naah use has bom made of experim-ntal

Information. (The first three refere•cese(1,20) are exmples of the

exhaustive analyse. possible fren much data.) With the more powerful

oomputational aids available, it is possible to develop solutions

to detonation problei without reliance on empirical value. derived fr=m

eaglosioa Amaaenrts. One suoh solution is reported on here. The

b7ydronamisal equations of motion, which constitute a set of nonlinear

partial difftzentiALI equation., wre itegrated b7 a memrioal procedure

on a high speed eleotronie computer. The propmgation of shook dise•timaitive

was handled b7 a ccmon form of the artificial TUsosMity tecthique of von

ommmn and Richtatr,) as used in earlier work.

The initial eonditions for this particular blast calculation were

approximtely those of the omntered detonation of a beae sphere of TRT

of loading density 1.5 g/csi as specified by the detonation wva descriptions

of Taylor,(6) The eqation of state of this TNT me modeled after that of

Jone and iller, (7) while the q•atioc of state of air was a fit to computed

data of several authors but PrinarilY that of Gilmore(8) end of Hilenrath

and Bekett.(9)

The results so clearly the details of the mini shook in air, the

rarefaction Into the high explosive gases, the sesond shock (one which

follows the raefeation wave), and variows bseequnt reflections and

•3CU' t 2 COPI



ABWTRAC?

The blast wave from the detonation of a spherical charge of

TNT Is described based on results f a nuamerical oalculation. The

oquAtion, of motion aMd tne equatione of state for TNT and for air ar

"describwl. The pressures, densitioes, tmpratures and velocities are

detalie, as functionm of time ad radius. Space-time relatiots, and

onergy "d impulse historiee are shown. A second shook is seen to

orignaeto as an iaupodi shook f'ollowring the izonard rarefaction into the

explosion product games and a series of subsequen~t minor shocks are seon

to#,por In a similar mazmesr, moving out in the negative phase behind

tht min shock.
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refraotions of the second ebo-k betvwe the origin and the contact surf2ae.

Comparison vith the results of a mas-loes point-somrce explosion illustratee

the lasting effects on the blast wve of the initial mass and energy

distribution in a high explosive detonation.

II. E•*ATIfO OF NOTION

The eqmations of mation may be expresed in a LAgrangean form Vith

the independent •Il" being the timo (t) and a u*" ooordimt, (1)

where I is defined as I - plrd/3 (i.e,, the mass per steradian) for which

rI is the initial desity of the gas and r0 it intl1 aus. The

hydrodymnai equation, for spheriaW- symetry WJ then be written as

Toll ov:

S-oonserv-ation of moo; (1)

*1 2
t - R o conservation of mcment=; (2)

S2• � conservation of meergy; (3)I't 2 A

P( O,.), caloric equation of state; (4)

theruml equation of state; (5)

- ,definition of particle
A. vlosityl (6)

in which r is the deity, I is the radial position, u is the partiaol

velocity, ,P is the presure, i Is the internma energy and T is the

t emperamture.
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It. is oonvenient to reduce these equations to a dileuaionlese set

whioh then my be applied to BIq initial total ensrgy (w) and &M initlal

pro-shook corxitionoa (P 0 0' T0, Eo )0 whe.re these umbient units are

related as follows

p 0 (7)
0P

P Por (JO- I) - 0.4, (8)
"o0ro(ol r 0oE o

C 2. o or I = 1.4. (9)o r° Po 0

Def inin the following reduced varia•les,

* P/P (pressure in atmo.)

n ":/ro (density relative to ambient air)

U -/C 0  (mss or partole speed-Mach So.) (10)

- 1, (internal energy relative to ambient air)

Q - T/T 0(temperatuzre relative to standard tmlp.,
ok)

X- R/a (reduced radius)

3 3 0,,3
3 -L -IL± (mass units)

0 0 r0/a

I tco/a (reduced time)
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the equations of notion become

~K 3x

X2 (12)
0

- I1)

II•• I. (11.)

It will be oonvenient to write the equations of state in still

another form.

- • 3 s(,,), where - (15)

- (10- 1) (s (b-2 ); (,,), • - iqw. (16)

Using this expression (Mq. (16)) for g in Eq. (13) leads to the following

form of the eneruy equation:

In order to muberlo.lly intqrate theoe equations from sme set of

initial conditlons, theoe equations wait be replaced by an appropriate set

of difference equations. Details of the difforwwo equations and of the

ummriaol pt"oedur followed in solving thm are available els•heuie(l0)

and so will not be repeated bres.
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III. kQUATIONS OF STATE

The two function, S(u,vj) and whic) wich are ordinarily determined by

equatiots of state data are not entirely independent. A reciprocity relation

exists which places a constraint on thoe functions in order that they

satisfy the second law of thermod7namics. For purely Idzodynamioal

considerations, however, there is no need to obeerve this rostra"nt since

the thermal equation is superfluous to the equation or motion. In such

cases where tho teepersture is coupled to the t7drodynamics, e.g., as b

radiation, heat conduction, or heat diffusion, it should be neceesary to

observe the reciprooity restriotion. The analytic forms Introduced in

the following are intended to make such a constraiýt lees difficult to comply

with in fitting the two equations of state.

Choosing as our independent variables a - w/', and t - in vi, the second

law in the form

do k -- ttwhere v I 18T T r

becomes

do dt. (19

0 z

25 ký -t) 3 1

and in order that do be a perfect differential, the followiing rseiprocity

relation ust hold:
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a 3 t

To within 10 per cent in the density range of interest the fumntion

S can represent the thermal properties of air as a fnution of z alone

(independent of E). ru7thermore, the fubntion can fit the caloric

properties to the sMo accuracy with the form

In this oase, then, the reciprocity relation requires that

"I(a S (22)

The equation of state of air data were taken from Refs. 11, 12 and

13 and tere subeequently rwised to the later information of Refs. 8 and 9.

The fits used are a. follovs:

SQ -, S(S)To

S(S) A(23)
1000 S u= 7500 16.5 s

S-('7o- 1) (I-1
2

0

0o.o9G(-2) (24)"" 2

M2 lOOy*
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where yu 7
* *p

#1 1.7w ~ V ooo•2 9 x 9a~ r 1 12• 2 x 0 Y2

E.4ation of $t&Me of rYT

It is n*eessa27 that tbl detonM4-on produte hare an intermal enera

plus kinetie onery equal to the net energy release b7 chmical reaction.

Jones and Killer indicate a net mmeap release of 2#7.9 K Cal/mole of

TV? (at 1.5 gp/co loading density) after the gas products have ezpanded

to more than three times their initih, -elime and the temorature has

droppe below 1600°, (for this load.Lg density)o

At the detonation front the ohmaical ernw release in 288,6 K Cal/mole

of TNT. PArt of this emr8 goes into the forvAng of suoh gses as carbon

mooxide which increases rapidly behind the front.

,he molar volts at the detonation front is given ty Jones and Miller

as 117 o=3 while the dmeity is 2 gm/cm', so that the molecular weight is

2-14 ge.

The internal enera is given apWoximatsly (by Jone and Killer) as

E - 0.075T- 38.0 * N19, Kcal/Wole ... , (25)

wherbe T is in dqerees Kelvin, and 1P is the nmber of moles of gas per

mole of TNT, a nmber that goes frm 5.8 at the detonation front to 7.0

when the cmposition becomes fted. 1 is given am

Inm- 1 P2 - Zdp' 1000kg =/auol*.. (26)
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vwre - O .104, d - 2.33 x 16"4 and p 1A in O1W0 k&/O 2 . B writin

i1 n Kel/mole TlM anm p in atwoepbere (P/P 0 "), E, become

- (.o234) 5.564 x lo08 2 - 1.72 x 1•O" KoIL/n/le.... (27)

Themn E is

E - 0.0075T - .o w(0.o234)(5.564 x 10-8W2- 1.72 x 1 0713,v)

(28)

At the detonation front where T 04°l, v - 15,665 x 104 s It - 5.8

the ermio Oquals 355.07 geal/nole TNT aeoordifg to this expression. Even

vithout the V'IE term it gives 259.5 goal/sole TNT in oontrast to the stated

288.6 Koal/nole TNT. Furtherore this form give negative aem i.ee below
•0°•

lor the sake ofd er'datiensso calculation it is siportant to have the

coret total meneD,. It-is als deeirablo•j but leas ieportant for later

etagoe, to have it distributed aprtntaly correcly initially, It

would be ecaenisent to .hae" the int aw ooegat, ble, with the ideal

gas behavior of the mi~xture nea st~andard atwoephere, oon~ditions. hi

latter consideration is satisfied br an enwal that nea stanidard conditions

appra bee the ideal gas erusiont

E M 0(29)

%&w-e I is the same s the adiabatio 7 wbiah in this oa" is I - 1.27.

This is apprwxmately eatisfied ay Allowing 9 to go to 1.5% - 2.9k % 109

erg/go at standard "ndtions.



One car. "sure the corrctness of the total energy by addingr up the

internal a&M kinetic energies in the h-dro<*maAzic field at a time vhen

the composition has become fixed.

ir one ver. to start a blast calculation from a detonation ways at the

instant the detonation wave reachee the surface of a spherical oharge of TNTf,

then he would find that none of the roeultirg gae has reaohed a fixed

oompoeition. In that case the total energy in the field should lie e•omewtor

between the ohmiacal oeergy available at the detonation front &no the not

cheecal energy released when ecmposition becomes fixed, i.e., betven ;)8.6

and 247.9 KoalV/ole TNT.

Using the equation of state as given (Eq. 28 and the conditions behind

the dototmtion front as speoifiod by 3ir Tals~or(6) (Table 2, Ref. 6) ad

averaging ovor. the ms distribution of the spherioal charge, the total

energy per mole of TWT can be computed.

~t,ot 'k ixet i a interiia1 -k 1i (30)1 "i

4u r2 3( 2"dy i4•3 ry dy- 209.8 Koal/k ole (31)
0'

where yinr/A J

1 1 o

- . .,,2 -,/ u.90 Koalol. (132)

0J / Jo0 0

tot - 221.7 Trcal/mole. (3)

This latter total energy to lose than the net energy released anid so

would seen to be Ixmorrect, or at least undeirablo.



Ry arbitrarily inareasing the additive tarm in E, So that E becole

E - 0.0875T - 7.46 + N* • Koal/ole TIT, (34)

the f igare for E would beom 252.28 K•a/lole TIT and at the sam time

~tat

the ensrgy at sta:-A~rd temperature (273,eK) becomes, 16.44 Kcal/nole TIT

tdahb is 1.5, 0 as desired. On the other hand, this will raise the meV

released at the detomation front b•y a corresponding amouint, wher we have

already tea this figure to be too high b7 the prwvios form for E

(,q )). ) Sinc an i,,orrnt total would o to have more

lasting effect than an imsorrect initial distribution, we we inclined

to a•"opt this aubitrary alteration 8ad O•mpzte accordingly.

The wmsivoly high energies aser the detonatiom front could be

rehaced by lownIin the przesure or raising tLs density there, and

oomespoudingly but to a loeser extat at points behind the front. 3Sah

%Wirisal adjustmeots of parameter are distasteful at beat and need

alwsy be done with oar. so that meagies, and dowitise remain in their

proper proportions. This purtioular equation of state is itself an

psirieal relation intended only to approximate the effects of close

psaking an the gas moleaUle through the higher order pre sure terms

(where no t~emrature depeindme has bow asigned to the ooeffioients of

these preosure term). Oonsequntly, we have elected to leave the

p ur and denaities, as described b7 Sir Taylor (6), unohmged, and

to alter the interval energ b7 the constant factor (as in Eq. ()).

This results in apprximately the oorret ave*Mge @Mr per mole of TNT

in the detonation wave and leads to a simple form for oonditions near

standard air dnsity and tOPersturo. It does, howvew, lead to a spurious
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elgnial of little consequenoe In the early portion of t" explosion.

I'sIg the equation of state fr Jones and MiLler as mdified in

q. (*j, �and lividing by the internal energ7 of air at standard conditions,

- l.9 x 10 erl/•m) the internal enery7 is

S- (a, - b * ovN' - d N9)lr

(•s)

-(azf,(z) -b * -snv siTX

Also, b7 definition, ,. ad a are rilated as

C q I - 2d',r•zN2.•,_, (37)

These oxi<r*esionh are a little cumbersome, so eirwe the form of ,

alorn the partioular adiabat follOWd by ncwh of the H.E. is very simply

f it by the aWnalytical form

- a*~ *l~(38)

a - 1.176,

b - 52.4892,
! c " 7.300,

thid s iMler form was incorporated in the caloulatiom. with the underetanding

that it is valid only for a particular losading density of" TUT (ps•- 1.5 gm/cc).
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7he ro, r, mre general form should be app2 icable for a variety of

denuities. However, Jones and Niller do not state that their approximato

form for the Internal mergy Is valid for explosives other than TNT.

7.h. t- m---•t temperature (9) In units of standard air temprture

(TO 273.20:). may be omnpted for the M g&as. by the form

- zS(s), - 12 (9.65 • ,), (39)

An the range of s between detonation oconditions and ambient.

IV. INITIAL CONIITIOtS AND 3CALIWM

The oonditions in the detonation wave at the instant that the front

reaches the surface of the bare spherical charge of TNT were taken to be

thoe proescribed by Taylor as shown in Ref. 6, Table 2. The conditions

in the air surrounding the charge were taken as standard sea level air

oenditions I

P - 1.01375 x 1o6 dlyes/o
0

-3
0 1.293 x 10 -graxs/cn3

a "33,136 (=/see
0

T- 273.2 010

The units of the problem permit eany sealing to other atmopheres

and to any wwrv or charge size, but since the initial conditions for

the high exploeive are expresed in the soame units, ai one solution can

only be scaled to other atmospheric conditions with an aocoumpering and

proportional change in the explosive and detonation wave conditions. This



in an u ol~ablo 1W~tation sinre in any chemical . xplosive detonatlon

the blast ware will be influenced by the initial mass out to very low

pressure loYels-until such shook radii as would engulf a mass of air

roughly ten times the mass of the explosive. For a sphere of TNT at sea

levol this would mean rouhly 23 charge radii, or out to an overps•oeure

of five atmosph]eres or about 70 pal. As will be seen in the next section

(Y1tg. I) this distance is about the distance where the overpa soure decay

rate beoames that of the point source blast wave. In the thinner atmoephere

at 4U,00X) feet altitudo--for e•aaole, the corroepondrI distanco where the

shook has engulfed a me* of air ten time that of the explosive is nore like

V charge radii, and the overprenwes there is a maximm of 17 psi. As

a result of this mans effect, only at distances greater than the radius at

which a mass of air of ten times the initial mase has been engulfed, is it

reasonable to scale these results by the usual (Sach'o) •coling. At point.

nearer to the explosion the effect of the initial sase should prenrtt simple

scali~ng.

When the explosive loading density is scaled kW the "as factor as the

ambient air deritty the results of this calculation should again be applicable.

As at '0,000 feet, the scalOd re•ults should be appropriate to a TWT sphere

of loading density of .375 &/em3 if such an explosive could exist*

V. K =3

The peak overprossure a a Arunction of shook radius is shown In Fig. 1.

It is intereeting to note the compaison with the theoretical point-source

(10) (5)results for air AMw for an ideal Sas of 17 1.4. Although at no



Stage are the TW a&nd peint-ewce in air results the sum, their slopes

at large distances . 1) bee e sinilar. The ideal gas, point-source

curye showv higher pressu-e. at the sma distances, sine• the various

dissociation. anM ionisationa of molecules and at-e in high taproture

air near the sorce tend to reduce the blast efficienay in real air. Since

the T? souwre doe not shock air to ectrtme teperatures (T< 90000K) its

later profiles indicate a greater blast effiesmay than the point-souroe

in air.

Orantro has prepared a peak ovyipreeur--distance curve for TN!" of

loading domity 1.52 g/cm. which he eetimtee to be valid to within 5 per

a erA,, and which he states is in agreemt with the most reliable

obesrvations.(') His curve (pig, 25 of Ref. 3) lies above the curve for

TIT in Fig. 1 by about 5 per @eOt in radium out to a X of about 1.0, bqond

which it deviate slightly more. This is a rather modest discrepancy but

It nevertheless anow an average blast e u off ieimoy of em 16 or 17

per cmet reater for the O tz curve,

The deviation in the last portion of the pressure eurve (X > 1.0) is

attributable to Lnctt treatents in the nmerical procedure used for

doublng and addins some doaing the late stages of the ealculation.

Fig•*e 2 is a plot of the peak ms veoloity or the particle Nah

nuber (0, " OyCo) at the shook and the sheok ovw-velocity or shook

Mach omber in ezosA of Mach One B-1 (U-C)/C versus shook radius

for the main shook. Figure 2 also iolldee a osiilar plot of the shook

coupreesion (o,- 1 "O- 1) and the shook over'-toorature (Go - 1 " B- 1)
Vo T o
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versut shocV radius.

The positions of t-os main and Subsequent shocks as well as the

contact surface as fumtiOns of time W-0 indicated in Fig. 3. The second

shock follow, a rarefaction wave into the TWT gas*. *It starts with

sero stregth and grow* as it moves iriwrd thru theme &s.e. It is swept

outward In space until the expanion of the high explosive products in

nearly exhausted, then it limplodes on the origin and is reflected outward

to the contact surface. At the tije it strikee the contact surface between

the TNT gases and the air, the TNT Cases are still owe dense and mh

cooler than the air immdiately outside, ( c condition which is Semraly

true at any time ). As a consequwae, the shook in passing through the

surface sets up an inward rarefaotion wave. This rarefaction, like the

initial rwrefsation, is followed by a third shook moing inrd. This sho k,

like the second implodes on the origin, reflects and no, out in the wake

of the previous shocks. The succession of shocks continmes in this fashion

until the energy in the explosion produot gases is dissipated.

The origin of theme imad facing shocks lies in the necessity for a

compression wave at the junture between a spherical rarfaotion wave moving

away from a spherical shock wave. No such cormition exists in a plAtne shook

tube--but quite in general (not just in detonations) a spherical shook wave

from a source of finite volume is backed up to a rerefaction way moving

imatrd, and the negative pressure gradient of the rarefaction Joins the

positive gradient of the shook through a oompreesion wMch grown as a shock

Several "spheriial shockt' tube type experiments have been conducted by
a group under I. I. Glass at the University of Toronto Institute of
Ae ias, and this author has provided sm correponding Tseric&l
solutions-all of which exhibit insard shocks. (Ref. 1.)



an the rarefaction develop*. In other ter", th. shocked air, which is

left at a higher entrop than the air or Cases in the initial high pressure

roeion, must be joined to tieeo lower entropy gases at the tail of the

rarefaction--and it can do so only by sending a shook into it. As the

difference in the state of these adjacent gase imnrease* with the growth

of the rarefaction, the Joining shock grow proportionately.

These subsidiary chooks follow the main shoek at scoh a time and

distance %hat they are behind the minim= of the negative phse and do not

convere on or join the main shook. For a hotter gas explosion where

thece shocks would sov out earlor-yit is possible for then to overtake

and join the vain shock and so disappear.

The onery in the detonation wave is distributed as ninety-five per

a ent in internal enrg or potential (PT) energy and five per cent in

kinetic onrv of directed motion. As the rarefaction into the done* 17

gases develop*e, the dyramwo notion or kinetic mW icresase, reaching a

maxiumu of bettor than sixty per cent before dissipation in the shock heating

redu es it Mapin to a low value. This changing dIvIsion of enery between

kinetic and Internal is illustrated in Fig. 4g which shows the partLtion of

ODer vua a function of time.

Figures 5 thro•gh 8 show the history of the particle velocities as a

rfnction z^" radius. The time is onsidered to be sero at the ietant that

the detonation w"e resate the surface of the TNT speaer. The velocities

in the detonation wve (time sero) and at a few time imediately after

time swo are shown in Fig. 5. Early evidene of the seeund shock appare

just Imide the contact sur•"ce as a inwU jt~ in velocity. This Seoo•d
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shock can be seen to grow In magnitude and to recede ixmard from the contact

surface . • and (). At approxnmatey I - 6.136 the esiond shock

reache. the oriin and is reflected, so that in Fig. 6 It is shown movinr

outwar1.

A ruthor oompli-atod seriee of shook reoflectione and refractions can

be traned out in Fig. 7, reau'ltinM in the generatlon of a third and fourth

shock. The earliest curve In Fig. 7 shows the second shook just after

having breached the contact surface. The next Curve shows a third shock

moving inward, and the subsequ#Te. curves picture this third shock moving

out behlxn! the second and first *hooks, generatiwg a fourth shock in the

prosess.

In the last velocity plot (1-g. 8) these first four shooks can be

seen to oontiznue expanding. Because of the difficulty in distinguishing

urther shocks, no attempt was made to indloate au more than these first

four shooks.

Pressures as a fclotion of radius at selected tints are shown In

Figs. 9 through 12. In the first of theme, Fig. 12, the first shook can

be seen to start at about 40C atmos--far below the 200,0O0 atoe of the

i1etoration wave. Inediately behind the contact surface the second shook

appears an growe in strength am it is foreed outward by the expanison.

After the rarefaction has reduced the high interior peesures to loes than

one tenth of an atmosphere this second shock begins to move in on the origin.

Until this shock reichee the origin the preesure inside continuee to drop

because of the oontimdng rarefaction, reaching savathing les than 0.08

atres before bein hit by the seo4nd shock. Figure 10 shows pressure
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prv',o"o bofort and after the imploeion of this izuard .hook.

F'iur.e II showe more of the compl.1cations due to the creation of

repeated little shocks. AgatL no attmpt is made to indi•ote shocks after

the fourth one, although there is reason to bIroe that such subsidiary

shocks oontimne to form in a vimilsar mmmer.

The history of the deity profilee is told by Figs. 13 through 17.

The initial density of the high exploeive is slihetly altered by the passage

of the detonution wave, but having an initial denity in this problem of

1. 5 l/c, the TNT dwnitV at the start of the calaulatioc is more than a

thousand tlmse the st&raard density of air. As the TNT oes expa their

density is rapid3y decreased. As an air shook bilds up outside the

surfaoe of the TNT Cases, the secood shook begins to grow and mve in.rd

behind the contact surfaeo (as* FU. 13). This row'lts in a density profile

at these time vwioh is aharacterised (a one movs inwud from the shock

front) by firt a doecrease in denuity in the air duo to the spherioal

expansion, second by the density clsoontinuity at the contaot Msrface .ich

is shown by the sudden 3•up to higher density in the high explosive produatS,

thirdly by the imard facing second shook which, although moving in through

the moo of TNT Cases, is being rw*pt out by the general rarefaction.

In the later figures (Figs. 15 thr3ugh 17) insets show the loer- densities

left near the origin. This low dmity region would evointua•ly returm to

more nearlj normal air density by other prcoesses than hydrodynsmics, since

this repr"eseto a beated region left at a depressed dmwsit- after essentially

all the py work has beow done. This low density core is typieal of any'

explosion which geneates a strong shock-since the shook then raises the



a&r and teee to a higher eutrop7 at the higher shook pressures in such a wy

that maon heat Is deposited tloan can be expended in subsequent axpamion

behilnd the shook.

Flo,ur* 18 shows acne of the early temperature profiles where again

the e-rstence of the contact surface and the second shook somewhat omplioate

the pieture. It should be noted that tmperaturee ecoeed two thouaand

degrese Kelvin for a time, rising as high as eight or nine thousand degr•ee

in the air at the earliest times. Some radiation should be visible frN=

this hot air during this time, but not enovzh energ can be lost b7

radiative roces•ms to affect the 1 1 odenmics. The TNT gas". do not

erodee three tiousand degrees in the detonation prooes and rapidly cool

below that teaperature in the exansion phase, but unlike the air, these

gase my reciate effectivel below two thousand degrees, and so my giv off

more light.

Figure* 19 through 24 show pressures as fu•ctions of the time at

selected radii. Figure 19 is a log-log plot of the pressure (in ataompfne s)

versus the tbme, showig the complicated time behavior of preesures at

distances close enough to be nrulfed by the explosion products gases. Such

points are at radii out to as mWh as ten times the charge radius. At

tbese distances the seoond shook first backs though the point, then come

baek in past that point. and after Iploding finally canoe out again. The

third and fourth shooks can also be seen going in and coming out again,

mince by then theee radii all lie inside the contact surface. Figuies 20

thxouh 2U show a more conventional oemplsssure-tiva history in videh the

main shock is followed by a negative overpressure ph&&e on the back of which

the seaond, third and subsequent shocks appear.



The duratiorw of positive phase* of ,-werpreesure and velocity are

thown in Fis. 21K.

Figure 2 shotes the poeliyv Impulse* for the overpressure and for

the dyr.azio preesure to fumtiotn of the radius. Thee. ispilsoo vr* defined

as folOW' I

I D• 4
54) CU*

. pdt awl
ip dt, sn- u 2 dt.

8 0

It is in.ssting to note that the overpreeeure iwpulae has a dip at

a polnt that oorroepeir• roughly to the skoek position at the ti, when the

internal energy is a mininu and the kinetic energy is a nacximum. Furtherwore,

the reion of the dip in the overpreesure imluse is one which is engilfed

both by the TT exwploeion product gases and by the second shook while it is

being drsped backwrds by the rarefaction. In a seme, the dip is artificial,

and arisee in the influenoe of the secoMd obock which in this region servee

as a prestur. end to the positive pase.
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